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This gorgeous coffee table book makes a wonderful gift for individuals who are looking for
appreciate—s couples provide advice, how to find and keep like.and for all who like reading about
miracles and recovery. Here are 29 true, inspiring love stories, where the participants are all over
50.  Some had to visit hard roads to find happiness. They also share the unexpected benefits to
an ““” says Pepper Schwartz, Like and Relationship Professional for AARP.  Gorgeous black-and-
white images show that like keeps us youthful, that sex by no means dies— that happiness and
age group make a lovely combination.autumn romance.for individuals who found it— Through
these heartwarming tales, we come to see that the best love of most may enter once we truly
understand ourselves.Within an addendum, the book’The photos alone are worth the
price,”Marianne Williamson cherished this book and you will too.
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found someone that entered their globe and changed it by the love that they created I first saw
this publication at an acquaintance's house..) As an author myself of books about what it takes
in order to like a loving marriage, I found Autumn Romance to end up being totally validating of
what I've been writing. beautifully written publication of post age 50 romances! Inspirational.
Denker launched me to in this reserve. I read all the tales but initially thought I would try to relate
to the people who were in their 50's like me. You can't really feel like quitting or offering in on love
after reading this original themed publication!com. Denker is planning on a 'Winter' sequel to
Autumn Romance! The joy, intensity and revelation that lifestyle presents gifts to individuals of
all ages is definitely hopeful, inspiring and validating. The rich photographs and the succinct
glimmers of aspects of the men and women that I 'met' in this book exposed my attitudes
regarding appreciate in types sixties, seventies and eighties. Colorful Autumn Autumn Romance
is a beautifully done publication of real love stories that eventually involve people over 50. The
stories are actual and fleshed out very well. You can tell the author did alot of research for this
reserve. Denver. I highly recommend this reserve to folks of all ages. High quality, would make an
excellent gift or something so that you can just enjoy. I love the stories that display how people
did work on themselves before they went looking for love. It was just an eye-opening encounter
and I must say i hope you take a look book out! .. relate to the individuals who were within their
50's like me.. Great Reserve Idea!.. It was as if I had gone to an excellent party, and I'd remember
all of the exclusive guests whose lives enriched mine through the evening that we became
acquainted. I was reminded that love doesn't change for folks older and youthful than me. They
also would be beneficial to singles, contemplating the terrifying re-entry in to the globe of dating
and romance.. I picked it up also to my surprise, discovered myself in tears! Thank you Carol
Denker for an excellent read. It got me only a few sittings to read all the stories. This encounter
led her to travel the nation searching for the most compelling mature love stories that she could
find. will read Autumn Romance: Stories and Portraits of Like after 50 soon. Thanks for your
celebration of life and like, especially for those of us in their fifties or older! A celebration of
lifestyle and love. The black and white photographs are so natural, and capture beauty and
sensuality. I think these would be valuable to most couples. What a Wonderful Book This is such
a beautiful book. The images are gorgeous and the writings are eloquent. It really is just
beautiful. There is much to understand in it's pages. "Autumn Romance" is a natural delight to
read again & This book gave me a new outlook on love and aging This is a lovely book, filled with
people who were able to find that a person who provided a soft place to fall in their old age. I've
frequently felt that parts of my life were completed. I've found encouragement to trust that love
never grows older, but that it adjustments as we age, sometimes into something a lot more than
was right now there in our youth. Bravo! Carol Denker . My favorites are Vernon and Judy Lee of
Denver, Colorado. Carol Denker knows the human heart better than any cardiologist! My wish is
that every divorced, widowed or lonely person in the U. It's a post on what it takes to find
appreciate after 50--or, for that matter, ever. The stories provided some precious insights into
building relationships. This books is a way to obtain comfort and expect everyone who has
abadndoned love. I purchased it as a gift, and couldn't become more content! I laughed and was
transferred by the intimate descriptions of the lives and loves of the lovers. The effect is a book
that is beautifully written, lavishly illustrated---and full of surprises. Autumn Romance = Excellent
quality binding with beautifully rendered photos and touching stories .Marilyn Allen The Best is
Yet to Come! Vernon is usually your physician who spent therefore a long time living up to the
goals of others, that he forgot about his very own happiness. His transition from a man who was
simply quietly miserable to a person who finds pleasure with the kind and delicate Judy is



fantastic to behold. Do not forget to explore Carol Denker's very own remarkable story----it's the
last profile in this remarkable book. As a reader and a librarian, I love this publication. You will
too.. Many thanks Ms. Because of just how this book was created, for the very first time in 25+
years of marriage, I felt somewhat comfortable approaching my partner about sexual intimacy.
This reserve and the present it brought, emerged when I hardly ever expected it! Wonderful book!
The publication was well edited and got an excellent flow. See (. photographed assortment of
wonderful post-age 50 true romances... Beautifully written with gorgeous photographs this book
proves that those more than 50 "ain't dead yet". May it be a source of hope and pleasure to all or
any of us! again. This is a pleasant book, the photos and stories of late in life love are inspiring.
and couldn't be more happy! I loved this publication. Denker, a writer with a deliciously dry love of
life, met the man of her dreams when she was in her 60's. The 29 couples profiled in this
publication are as diverse and interesting as America itself and readers won't forget them.
WINNER!. Autumn Romance = Excellent quality binding with beautifully rendered photographs
and touching stories to remind us that love conquers all. I was reminded that like doesn't change
. Positive, true to life, love stories always inspire! This timely publication encourages us to exist
to the fullest through our interactions and to envision including our very own photos and stories
in the sequel. I haven't had the opportunity to put this very particular uplifting book down since I
received it two times ago as a gift from a good friend! The writer captured the lives of individuals
that got by kismet, serendipity and also misfortune, found somebody that entered their globe and
changed it by the love that they created. Thank you, Carol Denker! There is hope! Thank you
many thanks, Carol Denker, for your beautifully written & Beautifully written with gorgeous
photographs this book proves that those . A joyful & Inspirational. This book is stunning! I
experienced like I knew for some reason or another, many of the people that Ms. In fact, I like it
so much that I just published a blogpost on it on pschologytoday. I felt a closeness to some of
these people, so much in order that I hope that Ms.S. I'll recommend it to some of my older
friends!.. Unable to read through it at the time, I came home and bought it. 
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